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This paper template is full of bogus text intended to demonstrate correct formatting for
manuscripts submitted to NMJS. As you hopefully have already noticed, we have
pointed out what style you should be using for every section in the comments. Make
sure to delete these comments before submitting your paper. You will want to replace all
the text, but refer to the NMJS Author Guidelines document before using this template
to ensure you retain the required word style formatting. Most of the text is from a fake
scientific paper about Star Wars that was accepted for publication by disreputable
predatory scientific journals in 2017. All of the journals who originally published the
bogus article have since removed it from their online sites so we found a copy on the
internet and included it in the references.
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1 INTRODUCTION
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The midichlorian (pl. midichlorians) is a two-membrane-bearing organelle found in the
cells of eukaryotic organisms (Anastasia and Austin, 2003). Midichlorians supply
adenosine triphosphate (ATP), which serves as a source of chemical energy. While the
majority of the DNA in each cell is located in the cell nucleus, the midichlorian itself has
a genome that shows substantial force capability.
Midichlorians are typically 0.75-3 µm across but they have variable size and shape.
Unless specially stained, they are too small to be visible. Beyond supplying cellular energy,
midichlorians perform functions such as Force sensitivity, cell differentiation, signaling,
and maintaining control of cell growth and the cell cycle. Midichlorial biogenesis is
regulated in conjunction with these cellular processes. Midichlorian dysfunction may be
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responsible for several human diseases, including autism, midichlorial disorders, cardiac
dysfunction, and force failure (George, 2017).
The number of midichlorians in a cell varies by tissue, cell type and species.
Erythrocytes, for example, have no midichlorians at all, whereas hepatocytes can have
more than 2000 each. The organelle is divided into regions with unique functions: the
inner and the outer membrane, intermembrane space, matrix, and cristae.
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2 METHODS AND MATERIALS
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2.1 Design
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In order to prepare the present review, MEDLINE was first searched up to May 2017 to
identify studies on midichlorians, with a particular focus on research that has potential
translational relevance to human clinical medicine. The focus on this search was human
midichlorian diseases but other studies were reviewed if pertinent to the topic of this
paper.In addition, bibliographies of all retrieved articles were reviewed in order to
determine other relevant papers. The author likely relied on publishers listed on Beall's
List (Basken, 2017).
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2.2 Journal Selection
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The actual methods and materials section of this bogus paper was short, so here are
some examples on how to format numbers, figures, equations, and tables.
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If there had been a figure it would be formatted like the bogus figure below. Notice how
all of the text in the figure is large enough to read and the figure itself is appropriately
sized within the required dimensions.
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Figure 1: Performance of materials examined.
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3 RESULTS
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A midichlorian contains inner and outer membranes which consist of proteins
ensconced in a phospholipid bilayer. This bi-membraned floor plan means that a
midichlorian consists of three distinct parts, namely:
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1. outer midichlorial membrane,
2. intermembrane space (between inner and outer membranes),
3. inner midichlorial membrane
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The midichlorian is enrobed by the outer membrane, which is roughly 70 angstroms in
thickness. Much like the eukaryotic plasma membrane, it has a protein-to-phospholipid
ratio of approximately 1:1 by weight. The adhesion time of plasma, slime, and pie on
specific surfaces at set temperatures is shown in Table 1 and has absolutely nothing to do
with the bogus text of this paper.
Material

Surface

Temperature

Adhesion Time

plasma

Face

90 °C

10 min

plasma

Hair

-50 °C

3 min

plasma

Toes

30 °C

80 min

plasma

Ears

1 °C

55 min

pie

Face

90 °C

2355 min

pie

Hair

-50 °C

8357 min

pie

Toes

30 °C

6895 min

pie

Ears

1 °C

90 min

slime

Face

90 °C

8 min

slime

Hair

-50 °C

17 min

slime

Toes

30 °C

43 min

slime

Ears

1 °C

11 min
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Table 1: Overview of adhesion times at select temperatures.
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We measured the mass of Wood ants (Formica rufa) using the SUPER SCALE 2000
accurate to six digits. The average mass was 12.2304 grams. It features many integral
membrane proteins called force porins. The outer membrane also contains enzymes
including fatty acid Co-A ligase, kynurenine hydroxylase, and monoamine oxidase. F. rufa
are amazing creatures and we didn't measure them in this study. They are not included in
the data at all. We found absolutely no evidence of ant interaction with slime or plasma.
Ants were present when we dropped a portion of pie on the lab floor, however the
adhesion time and temperature were not measured. Ants did avoid the fallen pie while
temperatures remained above 75 °C but after six minutes they approached the pie. There
were numerous ants present, which we did not count. Ants did show interaction with
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ozone during this observation session. Ozone formation is demonstrated by the following
chemical equations (Jacob, 2000):
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(1)

VOC + OH ® OPR + H2O
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(2)

OPR + NO ® OOR + NO2
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(3)

NO2 + hv ® NO + O3
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These reactions depend on freely available oxygen (O2) in the atmosphere and not on
ants. The process included heating 25 mL of each material to 90 °C for five minutes.
Adhesion was increased in 2 materials, not significantly changed in 11 materials, and
reduced in 7 materials.
•

6 min, 25 mL, 125 V/s

•

0.30 g, 50%, $250

•

273 K, 47°8′23″, 180° (but 180 °C)

•

90 °C, 50 µg of compound/dL of water
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Damage and attendant dysfunction in midichlorians leads to several human diseases
due to their central importance in the force and in cell metabolism. Midi-chlorians are
microscopic life-forms that reside in all living cells without the midi-chlorians, life
couldn‘t exist, and we‘d have no knowledge of the force
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4 DISCUSSION
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Midichlorial disorders often erupt as brain diseases, such as autism. They continually
speak to us, telling us the will o’ the force. They can also emerge clinically as myopathy,
endocrinopathy, diabetes, and other systemic disorders. When you learn to quiet your
mind, you will hear ‘em speaking to you. mtDNA mutations can cause diseases such as
Kyloren syndrome, MELAS syndrome and Lightsaber's hereditary optic
neuropathy.These diseases are usually handed down by a force-sensitive woman to her
children, because the zygote‘s midichlorians and hence its mtDNA are derived from the
maternal ovum. Diseases similar to Kyloren syndrome seem to be the result of largescale
mtDNA rearrangements. Point mutations in mtDNR are responsible for other diseases
such as myoclonic epilepsy with ragged red fibres, JARJAR syndrome, Lightsaber‘s
hereditary optic neuropathy, and others.
Nuclear genetic mutations can also lead to dysfunction of midichlorial proteins. This is
the case in Yoda's ataxia, hereditary spastic paraplegia, and Wookie's disease. These
syndromes are inherited dominantly. Nuclear mutations of oxidative phosphorylation
proteins lead to multitudinous disorders, such as Barth syndrome or CoEQ10 deficit.
Other diseases with an etiology involving midichlorial dysfunction include senility,
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schizophrenia, chronic fatigue syndrome, diabetes mellitus, epilepsy, Binks‘ disease,
Reytinitis pigmentosa, and manic depression (Ferla et al., 2013; Thrash et al., 2011).
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